
True Religion
Mark 11:12-25



Introduction
● A somewhat bewildering story

● Why is Jesus suddenly so angry?
● What is this weird idea of cursing a poor tree?
● Who would like to throw mountains in the water 

anyway?



Context
● Jesus just arrived in Jerusalem
● Entered as king, but was not received
● A great clash between Jesus and the chief 

priests is set up



Shutting down the Temple
● These animals and vessels were necessary 

for the proper functioning of the temple
● This is not a “cleansing” of the Temple…
● It is a symbolic closure of it



Issues with the Temple
● The problem is not the Temple or the 

sacrifices per se
● Jesus makes two reproaches to the priests



A House for All Nations
● Isaiah 56:7:  

“A house of prayer for all nations”
● Isaiah 56 speaks of a universal service
● Jesus criticises the divisions within society 

the priests insisted on



A Den of Robbers
● Jeremiah 7:11: “A den of robbers”
● The whole chapter is a call to justice

● Isa 56:1: “keep justice, do righteousness”
● Jer 7:4-5: “execute justice. . . do not oppress”
● Isa 5:7: “I looked for justice, and behold, 

bloodshed”



Issues with the Temple
● Jesus condemns these scribes for:

● Making distinctions they should abandon
● Not caring enough about socially and 

economically vulnerable people
● These issues remain extremely important 

today



Issues with the Temple
● The issue was not sacrifices per se 

“Partnership with God cannot be confined or reduced to 
mere ‘spiritual attitudes, to devout feelings. . . It requires 
a person’s whole life, in all its aspects and relationships. 

Man can have no real part in holiness without the 
sanctification of his everyday life.” 

                                                                              (Martin Buber)



Issues with the Temple
● Let us not judge these scribes too quickly
● God demands a wholehearted devotion
● God wants our whole life.  

No parts of it is more (or less) sacred than 
the rest.



Prayer
● Peter sees the withered fig tree and marvels
● Jesus teaches on prayer



Prayer
● Jesus already spoke of a “house of prayer 

for all nations”
● To throw into the sea is the language of 

judgment
● It is not really a prayer but a simple 

command
● “This mountain” is most likely the Temple 

mount



Prayer
● Jesus gives authority to his disciples to 

overthrow the corrupt Temple and all it 
stands for

● He prepares them for the task of replacing 
corrupt worship by a renewed worship, one 
that involves the whole of life

● This will be done through prayer



Prayer
● Jesus stresses the importance of having 

faith in God
● We are invited to act and to pray with 

confidence for the establishment of that 
kingdom



Prayer
● The disciples paid a very high price for 

standing up against the high-priests
● This teaches us two things

● Other human beings are not enemies
● We cannot help if we are part of the problem



Conclusion
● Where do I need to grow in the areas of 

welcoming others as they are and in caring 
for the vulnerable?

● Am I giving too much place to one aspect of 
disciple at the expense of all the others?

● Do I have faith that God truly wants to 
establish his kingdom, and is able to bring 
it about?


